
VALENTIN
E COLLAB



With 14x Diamanti Per Tutti stores from Antwerp 
over Hong Kong & Singapore all the way to Shanghai, 

we are rapidly spreading our love for diamonds…

For this new collab we wanted to UNITE 
the Asian & the European lifestyle by working 
with a local jewellery designer & influencer. 

As LOVE doesn’t know boundaries we took our design process 
all the way to Hong Kong to collaborate with Sarah Zhuang.

Sarah Zhuang is the famous founder and designer of the luxurious 
jewellery brand ‘Sarah Zhuang Jewellery’. 

Her versatile pieces have dazzled international celebrities 
& received numerous design awards.

Sarah is a perfect example of a modern-day & selfmade heiress 
who’s taken her family legacy and made it uniquely her own. 

An honour for DPT and a great match to create & launch
 a new versatile mix&match collection together.



The LOVE & UNITY collection expresses the ideology 
that when people from all walks of life unite together, 

the world becomes a better place.

‘Unity’ in a work of art is created by different shapes 
and forms. Circle, Triangle and Square, the three shapes 
presented in this collection can be mixed and matched 

to create various combinations.
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MOOD

‘I believe that when people from all walks of life unite together,
The world becomes a better place. When you put together different shapes, 

like circles, triangles & squares they might not seem perfect together at first. 
But just like with people - all different and unique in their own way

-they somehow end up complementing each other, 
and become this beautify harmony, as one. 

Let’s unite together and give more love to the world.’

- Sarah Zhuang
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UNITY-RINGS

Mix and Match the Circle, Square and Triangle Ring



TRIANGLE UNITY RING
M1721

€150



CIRCLE UNITY RING
M1720

€150



SQUARE UNITY RING
M1722

€150



UNITY-EARRINGS

3 earring Studs, 3 earring Jackets. 9 Different combinations, mix&match



TRIANGLE UNITY EARRING
M1718

€140



CIRCLE UNITY EARRING
M1717

€140



SQUARE UNITY EARRING
M1719

€140



UNITY-NECKLACES

1 2 3



Layered necklace - Small / 38-40-42 cm

CIRCLE UNITY NECKLACE
M1711

€160



SQUARE UNITY NECKLACE
M1712

Layered necklace - Medium / 40-45 cm €160



TRIANGLE UNITY NECKLACE
M1713

Layered necklace - Long / 45-50 cm €160



UNITY-BANGLES

1 2 3



TRIANGLE UNITY BANGLE
M1834

€199



CIRCLE UNITY BANGLE
M1833

€199



SQUARE UNITY BANGLE
M1835

€199


